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Abstract 
A new model utilizing generalized stable distributions for financial asset returns is presented. A comparison of fit to 
interest and exchange rate data is provided. 
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1. Introduction 
The problem of modeling financial asset returns occupied an important place in statistical and 
financial literature since the work of Mandelbrot [5] and Fama [2]. The common leptokurtosis of 
empirical distributions of financial data precludes the normal model and suggests the stable 
Paretian model; see, e.g., [6]. Attractive features of stable Paretian distributions include their 
"heavy tails", stability, and domains of attraction. However, ecent empirical studies, including [1], 
provided evidence against he stable Paretian model. Mittnik and Rachev [8] proposed a more 
fundamental pproach and explored the alternative stable distributions as models for financial 
data. They concluded that Weibul distribution, which arises from minima nd geometric summa- 
tion schemes, provided the best fit to S&P 500 index. Kozubowski and Rachev [4] presented more 
empirical evidence in favor of the geometric stable models. 
In this work we further pursue the alternative stable approach, and propose generalized 
(p-convolution) stable models for financial asset returns. Unlike stable Paretian laws, p-convolu- 
tion stable distributions may be bimodal and may have tail thickness index exceeding two. We 
show that our model outperforms the Paretian stable laws when applied to the French interest 
rates and Japanese yen exchange rates data. 
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2. Generalizations of stable laws 
2.1. Alternative stable distributions 
Mittnik and Rachev [8] generalized the concept of stability by introducing classes of distribu- 
tions which are stable with respect to the underlying probabilistic operation. Let X~, i = 1, 2, ..., be 
a sequence of i.i.d, random variables, then Xx is said to be (alternative) stable with respect o an 
operation "o" which could be a summation, minimum, maximum, or multiplication, if 
X1 d= aN(X1 °X2  . . . . .  XN) + bN, (1) 
where " d__ ,, denotes the equality in distribution, as > O, bs ~ R, and N could be a constant or an 
integer-valued random variable. For the classical summation scheme with deterministic N, (1) 
characterizes the class of Paretian stable distributions, while the operations of maximum (or 
minimum) lead to the extreme value distributions. The multiplication scheme results in multiplica- 
tion-stable laws, with the log-normal distribution as the main example. 
2.2. Generalized stable laws and p-convolutions 
Generalized stable distributions on R arise as limits of n-fold generalized convolutions of 
random variables; see [9-1. One example of generalized stable distributions, (~, p)-stable law 
discussed here, arises in studying the stability property (1) in the case of a p-convolution. 
Definition. If X and Y are independent random variables, then the p-convolution of X and Y, 
denoted by X oP Y, is defined as 
X oP Y = (X <p> + y<p>)<l/p>, (2) 
where x <p> = Ix I p sign (x) for any real x. If p = 1, we obtain ordinary convolution. 
Definition. A random variable X is said to be a standard (~, p)-stable if, for each natural n, there 
exists a positive constant c,, such that 
X ~ c,(X~ p> + ..- + X<~P>) <l/p>, (3) 
where XI .... , X, are i.i.d, copies of X. It follows that, if X is (~t, p)-stable, then X <p> is (strictly) 
Parteian ct/p stable. Hence, we must have c, = n 1/~ and 0 < ~/p ~< 2 in (3). Further, since 
P(IXI > x)~ ax -~, an (~,p)-stable, symmetric, random variable X belongs to the domain of 
attraction of a symmetric Paretian (strictly) s-stable law. 
We confine our attention to symmetric distributions here, and consider a scale-location family 
trX + #, where X is an (0c, p)-stable random variable, i.e., X satisfies (3). While 0c is the shape 
parameter determining the tail thickness, p provides important information about the behavior of 
an (~, p)-stable density at zero (determines the peak). For ½ct ~< p ~< 1, (~, p)-stable random variables 
are unimodal (densities unbounded at #), while for p > max (1, ½~) the densities are bimodal. 
Hence, we have a new class of stable, "heavy-tailed" distributions, that are not necessarily 
unimodal, and may have the tail index exceeding two. These properties make (~, p)-stable distribu- 
tions very attractive for modeling heavy-tailed and very peaky data, frequently observed in finance. 
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Table 1 
Parameters of the (ct, p)-stable models 
Data p ~t cr /~ 
Yen 0.875 1.7 0.004396681 --0.0034301 
Interest rate 0.85 1.1 0.05316296 0.006142993 
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3. Empirical comparison 
We fitted (~, p)-stable distributions to the following data sets: 
(1) Daily changes of the exchange rates for Japanese yen vs. US dollar from 1 January 1980 to 31 
October 1983. 
(2) Monthly changes of French 3-month interest rates from January 1973 to June 1992. 
As usual, we considered the change in the log (price) from time i to i + 1, i.e., each data point is 
given by Pi = ln(Xi+ 1) - ln(X~). We did not, as opposed to Mittnik and Rachev's work I-8-1, use 
separate models for positive and negative data, i.e. we did not use mixture models. We compared 
the fit of (~, p)-stable models with the fit of symmetric Paretian ~-stable and normal models. 
We estimated the parameters of(0t, p)-stable laws as follows: We used graphical techniques (Q-Q 
plots) for estimation of p, McCulloch [7,1 methods for estimation of ~, and regression techniques for 
estimation of tr and #. Since (~, p)-stable distributions do not have densities in closed form, we used 
Janicki and Weron [3,1 numerical methods to approximate their theoretical cumulative distribu- 
tion functions. The results of the estimation are presented in Table 1. We used maximum likelihood 
estimation to get the parameters ofthe normal model. We obtained amean of - 0.0001731709 and 
standard eviation of 0.00738589 for yen, and a mean of 0.0009833718, and standard eviation of 
0.1399692 for the interest rates data. For the Paretian stable model, we used McCulloch [7,1 
methods for the estimation of ~, and regression techniques to estimate scale and location para- 
meters. We obtained: ~ = 1.7, scale = 0.004469035 and location = - 0.00034301 for the yen data, 
and ~ = 1.1, scale -- 0.05325589, and location = 0.006142993 for the interest rates data. We use the 
notions of scale and location as in [3,1. To measure the goodness-of-fit we used Kolmogorov 
distance p = sup-oo <x< oo Iff(x) - F(x)l, where ff is the empirical distribution of the data and F is 
the theoretical distribution function of the model. 
It is clear from Table 2 that generalized stable laws perform better than the Paretian stable 
distributions in modeling financial data considered. 
3.1. Discussion 
As discussed in Section 2, (~, p)-stable laws have several properties which make them particularly 
attractive as models for financial data. We summarize them below. 
(1) (~t, p)-stable laws permit to model data with tail thickness index exceeding two. Such data 
were recently brought o our attention. 
(2) In contrast o the Paretian stable laws, (~, p)-stable distributions may model bimodal data 
sets. 
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Table 2 
Comparison of fit 
Data Normal or-stable (~, p)-stable 
Yen 5.76 4.43 3.46 
Interest rate 13.19 4.96 3.86 
Entities in the table are I00 x Kolmogorov distance 
(3) By using (ct, p)-stable laws we cannot only get a firm grip on the tail but also on the peak of 
the empirical distribution of the data. 
Our results, although preliminary, show a great promise of using the (~, p)-stable laws in 
modeling financial data. 
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